
Throttle Cable Installation Instructions

Start by removing all of the old throttle linkage or cable. Remove the accelerator pedal assembly for 
modification.

Drill the center hole in the accelerator pedal hanger using a 19/32” drill bit. (Ill. 1)
Grind the flared end of the ball stud that holds it into position with an angle grinder or sander. 

(Ill. 2 & 3)
Using a punch, drive out the factory ball stud. Now the accelerator pedal assembly is ready for 

the throttle cable.  (Ill. 4)
Remove the carb end assembly from the inner cable by loosening the allen headed set screw. 

Pull the end off the inner cable.  (Ill. 5)
Pull the inner cable out of the cable housing completely. It needs to be removed so that the 

firewall fitting can be installed into the accelerator pedal hanger.  (Ill. 6)
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Remove the tension nut from the firewall fitting, install one 1/4” flat washer, then install one 
5/16” lock washer onto the firewall fitting. Push the firewall fitting through the center hole in the 
accelerator pedal hanger that was previously drilled, going from the engine bay toward the cab. The 
lock washer will act as a bushing to keep the firewall fitting centered. Then install another 1/4” flat 
washer and tighten the tension nut. Now that the cable is firmly attached to the accelerator pedal 
hanger, reinstall the accelerator pedal assembly into the Bronco.  (Ill. 7)

Route the cable around any obstructions and mock up the throttle cable adjuster in the bracket 
( most factory EFI conversions will have a factory cable bracket that is usable). If installing this onto a 
carburetor or aftermarket EFI throttle body, an additional bracket will be needed .Make sure the cable 
is routed so that it is not kinked or making any sharp bends. The cable should also have some slack in it 
to account for any engine movement. Do not route the cable in a straight line to the bracket the 
throttle cable adjuster is attached to.  (Ill. 8)

If the cable housing is too long, it can be cut down to fit many different applications. Determine 
the desired length and mark cable housing. Remove the throttle cable adjuster from the cable housing 
and wrap electrical or masking tape around the cable housing over the cut mark, making sure to center 
the cut line in the tape. Cut in the center of the tape using a cutoff wheel or sharp pair of diagonal 
cutters. NOTE: Make sure the inner cable is NOT in the cable housing when cutting! This will ruin this 
kit, making it not usable. (Ill. 9)

Carefully replace the throttle cable adjuster onto the cable housing. Be careful when pushing 
the braided cable housing back into the adjuster, don’t force it. The braided wires are small and can be 
easily bent, causing the end to flare out which makes installing the adjuster very difficult. 

Mount the throttle adjuster to the bracket and verify cable length. 
Install the inner cable into the cable housing from the accelerator pedal side. Attach the clevis 

end of the inner cable to the modified accelerator pedal arm, using the supplied hardware. (Ill. 10)
Attach the carb end assembly to the throttle arm. Most throttle arms already have a ball stud 

built onto them for Ford applications, but a hole can be drilled and the supplied ball stud can be used if 
there is not one. Mock up the inner cable by running it along the side of the carb end assembly. A small 
piece of tape attaching the the two is useful to check the position of the accelerator pedal. The average 
pedal height is about 2 and 7/9” from the floor to the top of the pedal pad.

Cut the inner cable to length if needed. Install the inner cable into the carb end assembly and 
tighten the set screw to hold into position. Test the cable for function. Remember the setup still 
requires a return spring, just like the factory setup did, so install one if not already existing. Return 
springs are better suited attaching to the throttle arm on the carb or throttle body. Fine tune 
adjustment can be made with the throttle cable adjuster. 
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